This idea was extended further during the 1870s and you to review the past century of cell cycle research 1880s by Pringsheim, Strasburger, and Hertwig (Sharp, and to predict the course of research for the next cen-1921), who recognized that eggs and sperm were single tury, and to do it all in 10 pages! It is unrealistic to try cells which became joined together at fertilization, so to be comprehensive in such a review, and so I will even the most complex multicellular organisms passed focus on what I consider to be the important principles through a single celled stage. Thus, cell division was underlying the cell cycle, with less emphasis on detailed established as the basis of growth and development of descriptions of molecular mechanisms which would deboth animals and plants. generate into lists of genes and proteins. Referencing Improvements in microscopes and microscopic techwill be minimal, and will be restricted to reviews, a few niques led to a detailed description of the changes ockey primary publications, and to books written in English curring to the chromosomes during mitosis, the most for summaries of the earlier literature.
and meiosis, and their significance for genetic transmisfor the replication complexes (Bell and Stillman, 1992). A key step for this is carried out by the initiator protein sion (Darlington, 1958) . However, for new insights into the events and controls of the cell cycle, we have to Cdc6p/Cdc18p, which loads Mcm proteins onto chromatin to "license" DNA for replication (Blow and Laskey, move on three decades to work started in the 1950s.
1988; Diffley, 1996) . Licensing ensures that no DNA is replicated twice during an S phase, and that there is only Events of the Cell Cycle one S phase each cell cycle. Once replication complexes The events concerned with the replication and partition are built and activated, a series of replicating forks are of the chromosomes are common to all cell cycles, beset up along the chromosomes generating bubbles that cause with few exceptions, a newly divided cell needs eventually fuse together to complete DNA replication. to receive a full genome complement to survive. ChroThe next major event of the cell cycle is mitosis (see mosomes are present in low copy number, and so spe- Figures 1 and 2 ). Early work up to the 1960s focused cial mechanisms are required to ensure their precise on descriptive and structural studies, moving from light replication and partition. The double-helical base-paired microscopy to electron microscopy and biochemical structure of DNA provided a deeply satisfying solution analysis. The mitotic spindle was first described by Boto the problem of how replication can be so precise veri at the turn of the century as a system of astral (Watson and Crick, 1953) . Also at this time, microspecrays extending between the centrosomes (Wilson, 1925). trophotometric (Swift, 1950) and autoradiographic studImprovements in fixation and electron microscopy demies (Howard and Pelc, 1953) in eukaryotic cells showed onstrated that the spindle was made up of microtubules that DNA replication occurs during a restricted part of (Harris, 1961) , and isolation of the mitotic apparatus and interphase called S phase. This work led to the eukarythe identification of a colchicine binding protein (Mazia, otic cell cycle being divided into S phase and M phase 1961) eventually led to the discovery that microtubules or mitosis, with the gap before S phase being called G1
were composed of tubulin polymers (Kiefer et al., 1966). and after S phase G2 (Mitchison, 1971 execution. Early speculations about controls included largely as a consequence of better conceptualization of the problems combined with more effective methodoloroles for such diverse processes and components as energy reservoirs, heat labile division structures, and
gies. An important conceptual advance was the idea that the cell cycle should be considered as a temporally limit cycle oscillators (for a fine review, see Mitchison, 1971 ). In the last 25 years that there has been more organized sequence of events analogous to simple developmental systems such as phage morphogenesis consistent progress in understanding these controls, (Hartwell, 1974) . This thinking focused attention on the deoxyribonucleotides blocks the temporally distant and unrelated event of mitosis. This block requires a set of way in which different cell cycle events were linked together in an orderly sequence. Later events were often proteins acting in a signal transduction pathway, which communicate the fact that S phase is incomplete to the found to be dependent upon the successful completion of earlier events, and it was reasoned that these depeneffectors of mitosis. This idea was developed further to generate the concept of the checkpoint control (Hartwell dencies could be of two types, either directly coupled or based on a linking signaling control. Direct coupling and Weinert, 1989). At different points in the cell cycle, the cell "checks" if an earlier event, such as S phase, is hard-wired, like sequential substrate-product relationships in a metabolic pathway, and is most relevant has been properly executed before proceeding to a later event, such as mitosis. The checkpoint concept also for sequential events in processes involving direct molecular interactions like building DNA replication comcovers other situations such as blocking mitosis after DNA damage until the damage is repaired, a mechanism plexes. Failure of an early step in this type of process fails to generate the correct "product" required as the which helps ensure faithful genomic transmission. A second important conceptual advance was the idea "substrate" for the next step, making the later step dependent on the earlier one. By contrast, dependencies that certain cell cycle events acted as major rate-limiting steps for cell cycle progression. Extending earlier ideas operating through a signaling control can link more distant events separated either in space within the cell or about trigger points and division proteins, The molecular mechanisms underlying cell cycle properly associated. If they are not, then the cohesion of sister chromatids is maintained and microtubules fail steps such as the decondensation of DNA prior to replication, the assembly of the DNA replication apparatus, to shorten, and as a consequence the sister chromatids do not move apart to opposite poles of the cell (Chen the condensation of chromosomes at mitosis, the cohesion of sister chromatids, the changes in microtubular et al., 1996). This control ensures that the precise replication of DNA at the molecular level leads to the precise dynamics at mitosis, and the process of cytokinesis, should soon be elucidated. There might also be other segregation of the replicated DNA at the cellular level.
Checkpoints controls are essential for maintaining gecell cycle steps that have yet to be discovered. Special partitioning mechanisms might exist for low copy numnomic stability. Failures of these checkpoints allow cells to divide when DNA is damaged or incompletely repliber components or structures such as mitochondria to ensure that a sufficient number is inherited by both cated, or when chromosomes are incorrectly partitioned, resulting in increased genetic damage. This is newly divided cells. Partitioning of such structures could involve association with the mitotic apparatus, or they likely to be crucial for the generation of cancer, as suggested by the observation that p53 is required to block S could be temporarily converted to high copy components by fragmentation prior to cell division. Light microphase after DNA damage and that checkpoint-activated cell cycle arrest can lead to programmed cell death scopic observations of tagged proteins in living cells (Murray and Hunt, 1993).
and monitoring patterns of gene activity revealed by genome-wide expression studies, should contribute to the identification of hitherto unrecognized cell cycle Turn of the Millennium What will we learn next about the cell cycle? For the steps or events. Our improved understanding of how the mitotic cell next 10-20 years, work will focus on the more obvious problems evident today. Given the importance of CDKs cycle operates needs now to be applied to the meiotic cell cycle. Meiosis differs from mitosis in two important in cell cycle control, it is surprising how little is known about the interface between CDK activities and the imways. First, S phase is followed by two M phases, and second, chromosome number becomes reduced at meiplementation of cell cycle events. We need to know the molecular mechanisms by which CDKs directly or osis I. The suppression of S phase between meiosis I and II may be due to sufficient CDK activity remaining indirectly initiate DNA replication, prevent another S phase during G2, and bring about mitotic events such after meiosis I to prevent the initiation of a further S phase, whilst the reduction in chromosome number may as chromosome condensation, nuclear envelope breakdown, and microtubular reorganization. This will require be due to the persistence of sister chromatid cohesion during mieosis I so that chromatids segregate to a single identification of CDK substrates in vivo, working out how substrate specificity is altered in different CDKs, pole. If the developmental switch between meiotic and mitotic cycles could be manipulated, then it might be and determining how quantitative changes in CDK activity can bring about either S phase or mitosis. Further possible to carry out genetic life cycles in vitro by forcing diploid cells to undergo a reductional division to promolecular structural studies will lead to better understanding of how CDK activity is regulated, clarifying duce haploid "gametes" that could be fused to generate a diploid zygote. Such cells might also have high levels the effects of phosphorylation, and of interactions with different substrates and CDK inhibitors. It is also becomof recombination increasing rates of gene replacement. A further topical subject for study is the interface being evident that changes in the subcellular localization of CDKs and their regulators are important in controlling tween the cell cycle and development. Studies of this problem have already been started in Drosophila and cell cycle progression.
The next obvious problem is the molecular basis of cell have revealed that CDK regulation changes as embryos develop. In embryos and during tissue repair and maincycle checkpoint mechanisms. Checkpoint surveillance systems are of particular interest because they are extenance, cells are stimulated to grow and to enter the cell cycle by signals generated by whole organ or organism traordinarily sensitive, being able to detect tiny amounts controls. The major cell cycle regulators need to respond duplicates itself in space during the cell cycle. This involves problems ranging from the establishment of bipoto growth controls and developmental signals to ensure larity at mitosis to the production of two identically orgathat cell division occurs with the correct spatial pattern nized spatial objects at cell division. It requires working in the organism and generates the right organ size. Inout how signaling and organizing mechanisms operate sights will be obtained by knowing how the appropriate beyond local molecular interactions and extend to the signal transduction pathways influence the activity of longer distances found at the scale of a cell. There could cell cycle regulators.
be roles for molecular gradients or for other fields that extend throughout a cell, and for self-organizing structures made up molecular polymers such as microtubules Into the Next Century and their associated motors.
Parts of this final section may read as if I have been
These experimental analyses will need to be completaking drugs, but rather wilder speculations are required mented by new data handling methodologies and fresh when predicting advances that may occur far in the conceptual approaches, both to deal with the high level future. One of the major objectives in the next century of information generated, and to gain insight into how should be a complete description and understanding of the regulatory networks and molecular machines actuthe eukaryotic cell cycle. This is achievable because ally operate. Moreover, it might also require a more proalthough the cell cycle is a complex process, it is less found break with the traditional thinking that has been complicated than most other developmental phenomso effective for cell and molecular biology to date. A ena, and moreover its universality means that it can be Kantian "common sense" view of the world based on studied in a wide range of biological systems making it our everyday experiences has dominated past thinking. less likely that any specific problem will become techniWe imagine molecular mechanisms and cellular funccally intractable. The aim should be to develop a full tions in terms of mind pictures of objects interacting description of the molecular machines that make up the with each other like tiny billiard balls organized together modules responsible for the different steps of cell cycle in linear causal pathways. This common sense view has progression, to determine how these modules are linked difficulty dealing both with regulatory networks in which together, and to demonstrate how their operation brings linear causality might not be the dominating feature, or about the reproduction of the cell.
with phenomena that exhibit complex changes in space An important starting point for this program will be and time. Dealing with these system properties, which the whole genome sequences of the simple but distantly ultimately must underlie our understanding of all cellular related budding and fission yeasts. These organisms do behavior, will require more abstract conceptualization little else other than grow and divide, and their systemthan biologists have been used to in the past. A useful atic functional analysis and comparison should allow metaphor could be the changes in thinking associated the gene set underlying the eukaryotic cell cycle to be with physics at the beginning of this century. Newtonian fully identified. The universal features of this gene set physics operates in the three-dimensional space and can be determined by comparison with other genomes, time of everyday experience and is easily contemplated and these comparisons will also provide insight into the by a human mind, which has evolved to function in such evolution of the cell cycle. The next objective will be an environment. With relativity and quantum mechanics, the description of the molecular machines required to physics moved from this accessible common sense execute cell cycle steps . At the forefront here will be world into a far more abstract one, much more difficult in vitro assays using complex systems like Xenopus egg for the human mind to imagine and conceive. Perhaps cell-free extracts and reconstituted assays with purified a proper understanding of the complex regulatory netcomponents. The operation of these machines in vivo works making up cellular systems like the cell cycle will can be confirmed using genetically tractable organisms require a similar shift from common sense thinking. We and by real time monitoring of the appropriate molecules might need to move into a strange more abstract world, in cycling cells. more readily analyzable in terms of mathematics than These machines then need to be linked and integrated our present imaginings of cells operating as a microtogether to define the modules and overall regulatory cosm of our everyday world. networks required to bring about the reproduction of the cell. This task will require system analyses that em-
